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An Overview

• Barriers to entry: Canada vs. other countries
• Freedoms under the Charter
• Protection of sources
• A discerning audience (findings from 2018 Digital News Report)
• Access to Information
• Off the record/On the record and in-between
• Concentrated ownership
• Newsroom structure
• Unrepresentative newsrooms
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These are the themes we will explore:- Barriers to entry: Canada vs. other countries- Freedoms under the Charter- Protection of sources- A discerning audience (findings from 2018 Digital News Report)- Access to Information- Off the record/On the record and in-between  - Concentrated ownership- Newsroom structure- Unrepresentative newsrooms



Barriers to Entry: 
Canada vs others

• Canadian 
Education

• Canadian 
“Experience”
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•Canadian Education.Unlike most countries in the global south, in Canada, it is difficult to start as a journalist without any formal education or journalism training. Having a Canadian education as a foreigner is an added advantage. Platforms such as this (New Canadian Media) are trying to create avenues from immigrant journalists to continue working in their field and get their work into Canadian mainstream media as well.•Canadian “Experience”The more you work and gain “Canadian experience”, the easier it becomes to enter a Canadian newsroom. You can go far ahead with a wide network. Those who go through Canadian education systems might benefit from internship programs offered in partnership with local and national newsrooms. The internships help (local and immigrant) journalists get a foot into the door into Canadian newsrooms and grow in their career. This can be challenging for journalists with years of experience elsewhere to get placement as an intern. �
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The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is one of Canada’s greatest accomplishments. Enacted in 1984, it is now part of the Canadian constitution. The Charter falls into seven distinct categories: fundamental freedoms, democratic rights, language rights, mobility rights, minority language educational rights, legal rights, and equality rights.�Press Freedom: Generally speaking, journalism is a dangerous job. However, working as a journalist in Canada is fairly “safe”. Canada ranked 18 among 180 countries in the 2019 World Press Freedom Index released by Reporters Without Borders. It has maintained a fairly similar position in the past seven years.  Despite this ranking, the report indicates that “Canadian journalists are not immune to attempts from government officials to deny them access to events of public interest, and the relationship shared between authorities and journalists is particularly tense.”�One of the cases cited in the report is the protest against the construction of a natural gas pipeline on First Nations territory in January 2019, whereby the RCMP restricted journalists’ access from the site and prohibited them from witnessing arrests. � �



Protection of sources
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To what extent should sources be protected? This is a huge issue in Canadian journalism. The ruling of Vice vs. RCMP case in 2018 is the most recent case that sparked national conversations on this. In the four year long legal saga, Vice Media reporter Ben Makuch was forced to turn over records of interviews with accused terrorist Farah Shirdon to the RCMP. The ruling states that "the benefits of the state's interests in obtaining the information outweighs the harmful impact on the press’ constitutionally protected ... rights." The Court emphasized the fact that the source was not anonymous and the conversations were off the record. �Earlier that year, a Quebec Superior Court ordered Marie-Maude Denis, an investigative journalist for the French-language public broadcaster Radio-Canada to reveal her sources in an ongoing court case in which two politicians from the ruling Liberal Party are charged with corruption.�This brought forth a lot of discussions on what is the role of the media and the rights to privacy in gathering and reporting news. How do we protect our sources? Is it even possible to ensure that sources are protected if the court would not favour us in these types of cases? While the case was ongoing, Trudeau’s government enacted the 2017 Journalistic Sources Protection Act  (known as the “shield law”) to protect confidential sources from police investigations in 2017. However, the court did not engage with it since the particulars of this case happened before it came into force. �



A discerning audience
Seven out of ten Canadians say they take at least one of the following precautions:

• Refrain from sharing a news story because unsure of accuracy (24%)

• Checked a number of different sources to see if the news story was reported the same way 
(39%)

• Started relying more on sources of news that are considered more reputable (30%)

• Stopped using certain news sources because unsure of accuracy (20%)

• Discussed a news story with a trusted person (23%)

• Stopped paying attention to news shared by an untrusted person (21%)

(Source: 2018 Digital News Report)
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According to the 2018 Digital News Report “Canadians have a positive opinion of the work by news media in Canada, particularly for breaking news and depth of coverage”. The report indicates that the “majority of Canadians exercise caution when accessing news and take precautions to ensure the truthfulness of the information they consult or share on a daily basis.” �Seven out of ten say they take at least one of following precautions:�- Refrain from sharing a news story because unsure of accuracy (24%)- Checked a number of different sources to see if the news story was reported the same way (39%)- Started relying more on sources of news that are considered more reputable (30%)- Stopped using certain news sources because unsure of accuracy (20%)- Discussed a news story with a trusted person (23%)- Stopped paying attention to news shared by an untrusted person (21%)



Access to Information
Access to Information Act that gives Canadian citizens,
permanent residents, and any person or corporation present in
Canada a right to access records of government institutions that
are subject to the Act.

This law aims to increase openness and accountability. It
enhances the importance of the right to know.
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In Canada, the Access to Information Act that gives Canadian citizens, permanent residents, and any person or corporation present in Canada a right to access records of government institutions that are subject to the Act. This law aims to increase openness and accountability. It enhances the importance of the right to know. �However:  - The law ranks 58th out of 120 countries that have laws (Global Right to Info. rating).- Even though there might be “access”, there is still huge government censorship. And sometimes, the data might not be found. - Delay of providing information requested, beyond the 30-day timeframe set by the law.
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A fun example: In October 2019, Health Canada ran a social media campaign that quickly proved failure. A poem was posted on Twitter suggesting Jack and Jill who are siblings, had had sex and gotten an STI. The post was quickly deleted but because of the Access to Information Act, a journalist was able to get to the bottom of it and reveal what had really happened: �https://ottawacitizen.com/news/local-news/health-canada-reveals-the-private-life-of-jack-and-jill



Off the record/On the record and in-between

• On the record: Anonymity is highly discouraged. When a source wants to remain confidential, 
most newsrooms would publish why that is by providing enough details about them without 
disclosing their identity.

•
Not for attribution: We may quote statements directly but the source may not be named, 
although a general description of his or her position may be given (“a government official,” or “a 
party insider”). In TV, video or radio, the identity may be shielded by changing the voice or 
appearance.

•
On background: We may use the essence of statements and generally describe the source, but 
we may not use direct quotes.

•
Off the record: We may not report the information, which can be used solely to help our own 
understanding or perspective. There is not much point in knowing something if it can’t be 
reported, so this undertaking should be used sparingly, if at all.
Source: Canadian Association of Journalists (CAJ)
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There is greater emphasis on attribution in Canadian newsrooms. In most newsrooms, granting a source anonymity is a decision that must be made higher up, by a news editor or the managing editor depending on the story. �A reporter must let their source know how their voice will be used. Here are some of the things you must know when speaking to a source: �On the record: Anonymity is highly discouraged. When a source wants to remain confidential, most newsrooms would publish why that is by providing enough details about them without disclosing their identity. �Not for attribution: We may quote statements directly but the source may not be named, although a general description of his or her position may be given (“a government official,” or “a party insider”). In TV, video or radio, the identity may be shielded by changing the voice or appearance.�On background: We may use the essence of statements and generally describe the source, but we may not use direct quotes.�Off the record: We may not report the information, which can be used solely to help our own understanding or perspective. There is not much point in knowing something if it can’t be reported, so this undertaking should be used sparingly, if at all.Source: Canadian Association of Journalists (CAJ) �A few things to know about attribution and fact checking:- Rarely use anonymity, and if you must, consult your editor first. - You must have more than one source to balance your story- Do not copy someone’s work without attribution, that would be taken as plagiarism. - It is unacceptable to invent or falsify a quote, source, anecdote, detail or anything else pertaining to the news.



Concentrated ownership
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Diversity of media ownership is almost non-existent. The media is primarily owned by a small number of companies: Rogers, Bell, Quebecor,Corus and the public-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.�When one corporation owns many weeklies, the effects are felt in job cuts and publication closure. In 2017, Postmedia ad Torstar came to an agreement and swapped more than 40 local community newspapers and hence their closure, compromising media pluralism in Canada. �The most recent was the closing of StarMetro newspapers, whereby 70 jobs were lost including 30 journalist positions. The final print editions in Toronto, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, and Halifax were published on December 20, 2019.�Then again, ownership can affect coverage. Editorial interference does happen in Canada, like everywhere else in the world. Sometimes it is done openly, and sometimes the newsroom just doesn’t make certain decisions or pursue certain stories in fear of what the “Management” might say. �In 2015, Bell Media’s President at the time, Kevin Crull, was not happy with a decision made by Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) that affected his company. So he ordered CTV, which is owned by Bell Media, not to air CRTC Chair Jean-Pierre Blais that day. An interview with Blais was cancelled, yet the evening newscast decided to go ahead with covering him. Once the story was reported by The Globe and Mail (which is also owned by Bell Enterprise), Crull resigned.�



A typical Canadian newsroom (Winnipeg Free Press)
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We will look at the newsroom organizational chart at the Winnipeg Free Press. You have:A City/Business desk, with at least one editor working at all times. This is the central heart of things and is otherwise known as the news desk. The news desk organizes and tracks all news reporting. All news reporters report to the desk. An editor may assign a story idea to a reporter. Or the reporter may bring an idea to the desk.A group of news reporters. Some of these may have special assignments, like reporting on the provincial legislature; others report on many things and get assignments.Reporters work closely with the news desk to move from having an idea to producing a story. The desk editors co-ordinates resources needed, such as photos or video or charts or other accompanying information. The desk editors also advise the reporter on when a story is needed, in what format, etc. Sometimes a reporter  will have to file something quickly from an event for digital news platforms, then file something more detailed for the printed paper later on.The reporters hand in their stories to the news desk. Editors there go over the stories initially. They may ask for more work from the reporter and for other changes.The news desk then sends the stories to the production editor, who assigns them to copy editors who go over the stories closely for style, spelling and completeness. The production editor then sends the stories to the stream they are destined for. First priority is digital news, so an editor there will receive the story and post it online. Stories are also sent to the printed newspaper stream.On the newspaper side, the completed and edited stories will be sent to a page layout team, working under the supervision of the production editor. These people work to organize how the newspaper is laid out each day, and place stories on pages. Completed pages are sent to the pressroom where they are made into plates, put on the press and eventually a printed newspaper is produced.The Free Press is a big paper. So in reality they do not have just a single news desk, but a number of these desks (or hubs) that handle different content, from sports, entertainment, opinion and other subjects. Each desk operates in basically the same way, with an editor or editors who organize and track the work for a specific part of the newspaper. Then all of these parts are brought together at the end of the day to produce the complete newspaper.



Unrepresentative 
Newsrooms

• Why is diversity important?

• Racialized journalists: 

The case of Sunny Dhillon

• Ryerson study on demographic 
makeup of columns published 
within a span of 21 years 
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The media in Canada is still not as diverse as it should be. Media organizations claim diversity in their code of ethics, but their newsrooms reflect a different reality. There are a lot of discussions on who writes the story, who makes decisions behind the scenes, who gets coverage in the media. Why aren’t there a lot of stories on indigenous people and people of color in mainstream media? If the media is not inclusive it means that it does not reflect Canada’s racial diversity. Canada was the first country in the world to adopt multiculturalism as an official policy in 1971. However, even with an increase of population among people of color, the newsroom is still lagging behind. There is an obvious disconnect between how Canada identifies itself to the world and what is really happening within the country.�The case of Sunny Dhillon: In 2018, Sunny Dhillon a reporter in Vancouver with The Globe and Mail was assigned to do a story on the election at the Vancouver City Council. The initial assignment was on how the newly elected council members were mainly white, a city with a large population of Asian descent. �The bureau chief had a different idea and wanted the reporter to concentrate on gender, highlighting the fact that eight of the 10 elected council members were women. Sunny disagreed and decided to quit. The incident created a platform for discussion on the challenges reporters of color face in the Canadian newsrooms, which are disproportionately white.�This is not an isolated incident. Other racialized journalists such as Desmond Cole who lives in Toronto drive conversations on diversity, and would often find themselves in trouble in the newsroom.�It is important to note that there hasn’t been any thorough research on the breakdown of Black, Indigenous and people of colour (BIPOC) journalists in Canadian newsrooms since the mid-2000s. �A most recent study by Ryerson University professors Asmaa Malik and Sonya Fatah analyzes demographic makeup of columns published within a span of 21 years in The Toronto Star, The National Post and The Globe and Mail. They used self-identifying words in the columns to determine race and gender. Preliminary findings indicate that there was not one regular Indegneous columnist between 1998-2018. And only three black man and one black woman columnists. �
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